
7:40 AM CT Weather Forecast

Sunday, May 12, 2024

Hour by Hour Forecast: Current Weather Alerts:

FORECAST NOTES

Temperatures:
ü High temperatures will reach the upper 

70s F this afternoon.

ü Low temps dip into the low 60s F SUN AM.

Wind/Clouds:
ü Mostly sunny skies throughout today with 

clouds possible through the early afternoon 

(~1 PM)

ü Winds to remain out of the SW. Speeds will be 

at 8-13 mph throughout the day.

ü Occasional gusts of 18-23 mph will be 
possible throughout the PM hours on SUN

All Clear 

Today’s Precipitation Chances:

Favoring dry conditions once again today outside of low-end shower chances post 9 PM through midnight. 

Rain Totals: 

Any rain chances are expected to remain light at 0.02-0.05”

Dew/Frost: 

A light dew will be possible across the area for MON AM ahead of rain chances



10-Day Forecast

NEXT 5 DAYS: IMPORTANT FORECAST NOTES:

Rainfall Totals: Next 5 Days

ü MON: Expecting a clear start to the day with scattered 

showers and storms building in for the late AM/PM 

hours. 

ü TUE: Scattered showers and storms are favored to 

continue into TUE AM, tapering off moving into the 

afternoon. Chances favored to exit near 6-8 PM

ü WED: Favoring dry conditions for Wednesday

ü THU: Scattered showers will work into the area THU 

PM with exact timing still needing fine tuned

ü FRI: Scattered showers to continue across the area 

FRI AM and early PM before exiting to the east

Temperatures:
ü MON will continue with the warmer 

temps as highs remain in the 

mid/upper 70s F.
ü A brief cool down is expected 

TUE/WED behind rain chances, with 
highs in the upper 50s/low 60s F and 

lows near 50 F
ü Temperatures are expected to return to 

the 70’s F by THU and for the weekend.

Clouds: 
ü MON/TUE: Expecting a mostly cloudy day due to rain 

chances.
ü WED: Favoring mostly sunny skies 

ü THU: Sunny AM with increasing PM cloud coverage
ü FRI: Favoring mostly cloud skies

Winds: 
ü MON: Gusts in the evening may reach around ~28 

MPH as scattered showers and storms push through.
ü TUE: Winds out of the NE at 18-23 MPH favored (gusts 

near 25-30 MPH)
ü WED: Sporadic wind gusts of 18-23 MPH in the AM

ü THU: Gusts not favored to exceed 20 MPH.

ü FRI: Sporadic wind gusts of 23-28 MPH possible as 
rain chances move through in the AM.
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